Influence of natural surfactants on short wind waves in the coastal Peruvian waters
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Abstract

Results from measurements of wave slope statistics during the R/V Meteor M91 cruise in the coastal upwelling regions off the coast of Peru are reported. Wave slope probability distributions were measured with an instrument based on the reflection of light at the water surface and a method very similar to the Cox and Munk (1954b) sun glitter technique. During the cruise, the mean square slope (mss) of the waves was found to be very variable, despite the limited range of encountered wind speeds. The Cox and Munk (1954b) parameterization for clean water is found to overestimate mss, but most measurements fall in the range spanned by their clean water and slick parameterizations. The observed variability of mss is attributed to the wave damping effect of surface films, generated by increased biological production in the upwelling zones. The small footprint and high temporal resolution of the measurement allows for tracking abrupt changes in conditions caused by the often patchy structure of the surface films.

1 Introduction

More than two thirds of the earth’s surface are covered by oceans. As the largest interface between the two most important compartments of the system earth – the ocean and the atmosphere – the ocean surface plays an eminent role. Processes taking place in the vicinity of the surface control the transport between the atmosphere and the ocean. This includes the exchange of momentum, sensible and latent heat, and volatile chemical species including environmentally relevant species (CO$_2$, methane, halocarbons, dimethylsulfide (DMS), oxidized volatile hydrocarbons, . . .).

On both sides of the ocean surface, momentum, heat and mass boundary layers are formed, in which molecular diffusion is the dominant transport mechanism. The thickness of these layers controls the speed of exchange (transfer velocity) and depends on a multitude of factors and processes that cause near-surface turbulence (Jähne, 2012; Garbe et al., 2014). Because wind is driving all the exchange processes, most
field and laboratory experiments in the last decades focused on relationships between the gas transfer velocity $k$ and wind speed at 10 m. Among the most prominent parameterizations are those of Liss and Merlivat (1986); Wanninkhof (1992), and Ho et al. (2011).

However, any recent data collection shows significant deviations of the measured transfer velocities from a simple $k(U_{10})$-relationship (Garbe et al., 2014), most recently with data from the Baltic Sea (Schimpf et al., 2011). This variability is obviously caused by the diversified conditions at the water surface at the same wind speed, for example due to different degrees of contamination by surface active material and the sea state.

Early attempts to find an improved parameterization simply related the gas transfer velocity to the mean square slope of wind waves as a global measure for the degree of nonlinearity of the system (Jähne et al., 1987). This approach seemed to be promising, but additional, more detailed studies gave a more differentiated picture (Bock et al., 1999). Frew et al. (2004) found that the mean square slope is a better parameter than wind speed (especially to account for surface films), but scatter in the data is still significant. From field and laboratory studies, other parameters have been identified which seem promising for predicting transfer velocities under different conditions, e.g. the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate (Zappa et al., 2007) and surface divergence (McKenna and McGillis, 2004). However, as these parameters are very difficult to measure in field experiments, the best way to account for the effect of wind waves on gas exchange is to characterize the roughness of the surface by measuring the mean square slope.

Many optical techniques have been developed to measure the characteristics of short wind waves. This includes wave slope imaging by light reflection, known as Stilwell photography (Stilwell, 1969) and its variants using polarimetric imaging (Zappa et al., 2008; Laxague et al., 2015), stereo imaging (Kohlschütter, 1906; Banner et al., 1989; Benetazzo et al., 2012; Campbell et al., 2014), and wave slope imaging using light refraction (Jähne and Riemer, 1990; Kiefhaber et al., 2014). While the latter technique has found extensive use in wind/wave facilities, only one attempt is reported to
use this technique at sea (Klinke and Jähne, 1995). All of these complex measurement systems are capable to deliver very detailed information on waves on the water surface, but are difficult to operate in shipborne experiments.

The most successful techniques applied at sea (apart from wire gauges) are rather simple ones, based on light reflection and providing statistical parameters describing the waves. But even these parameters, such as the mean square slope, are very useful for a better understanding of air-water gas transfer and give much better insight into exchange processes than measuring wind speed alone.

The statistical measurement of wave slope has a long history dating back to the well-known pioneering work of Cox and Munk (1954a). Their analysis of photographs of sun glitter on the water surface taken from a plane over the Pacific Ocean yielded an empirical description of the wave slope probability density function (PDF) that is still widely used. The PDF is expressed as a truncated Gram–Charlier expansion, in which skewness and peakedness terms are added to a Gaussian distribution.

While the data set of Cox and Munk (CM) is limited to a few measurements, more recently, their sun glitter method has been applied to the analysis of large numbers of satellite images. While the results of Bréon and Henriot (2006) mostly agree with the CM parameterization, Ebuchi and Kizu (2002) find generally narrower distributions and less directivity with respect to the alongwind/crosswind direction. The question of the universality of the CM parameterization is also raised by Zappa et al. (2012), who find that surface currents may have an influence on the relation between wind speed and the mean square slope given by CM.

This paper introduces a simple imaging technique to measure the mean square slope and other parameters of short wind waves. The temporal resolution for the measurements is on the order of minutes, the footprint on the water surface is a few square meters. This allows direct comparison with locally measuring techniques to determine gas transfer velocities, such as thermographic measurements with the Active Controlled Flux Technique (Schimpf et al., 2011; Nagel et al., 2015). Section 2 details the measuring principle, the setup of the instrument, calibration, and data processing. The
results from the M91 cruise on R/V *Meteor* are reported in Sect. 3. This includes mean square slopes, a damping factor describing the influence of surface active material, the anisotropy of the surface slope probability distribution, and the short-scale spatial variation of wave parameters related to the patchiness of the surface coverage by surface active material.

2 Method

2.1 Slope statistics measurement

The measurement method used in this study is related to that of Cox and Munk (1954b) (CM), but instead of the sun uses an artificial light source placed at a finite distance from the water surface, similar to the early work of Schooley (1954). A sketch of the measurement principle is shown in Fig. 1. A camera and a light source are placed at virtually the same location. The camera is observing reflections of the light source on the water surface. Due to the fully specular, i.e. mirror-like, nature of reflections at the water surface, for every light ray, the reflected angle ($\gamma$) equals the incident angle ($\beta$). For a setup where the emitter (light source) and detector (camera) are placed at the same location, light is only detected if the surface normal of the water surface points towards the position of emitter and detector. Thus, whenever a speckle (a distorted, reflected image of the light source) is visible at a location $u$ in the image, the wave slope must be $s = \tan \alpha = u/f$, where $\alpha$ is the angle between the surface normal and the vertical and $f$ is the focal length of the camera lens, see inset in Fig. 1. In two dimensions, this becomes

$$s = \left(\begin{array}{c} s_x \\ s_y \end{array}\right) = \frac{1}{f} \left(\begin{array}{c} u \\ v \end{array}\right),$$

with the image coordinates $u$ and $v$. Thus, for every speckle that is visible in the image, the slope of the water surface at the point of reflection is known – independent of the
distance to the water surface. By averaging many snapshots of reflections from the water surface, the probability of slopes can be determined from the probability of the occurrence of speckles at certain positions in the images.

A major difference between the CM method and the principle used in this study is the nature of the statistical averaging process. CM measured from an airplane flying at an altitude of about 600 m (2000 ft, Cox and Munk, 1954b). In our study, the instrument was placed at a distance of 8 m to the water surface on the bow of research vessel R/V Meteor. While in the photographs of CM, many water surface facets contributed to the signal at each point in the image, our images resolve speckles coming from the smallest ripples. Thus, while CM derived a PDF from a single photograph, implicitly assuming homogeneous conditions over a larger area on the Ocean surface, our method relies on conditions to be stationary for a certain time (typically 5–30 min) at a small footprint of a few square meters. As will be discussed later, an open question is how representative the conditions at the measurement spot are when larger scales are of interest.

2.2 Instrument

Figure 2 shows the instrument that was built for the measurement of wave statistics during the R/V Meteor M91 cruise. A Basler acA2500-14gm monochrome gigabit ethernet camera with 2592 × 1944 pixels and a maximum frame rate of 14 Hz is placed at the center of an LED array built from 182 OSRAM SFH 4715S high power infrared (850 nm) emitters. To collimate the light, Carclo 10 mm Medium Spot Frosted lenses (#10413) are placed on each LED, decreasing their half angle to ±25°. The lens used (Schneider Kreuznach Cinegon 1.4/8) had a focal length of 8.2 mm that gives a field of view of 38° × 30°. A near-infrared band-pass filter, matched to the emission spectrum of the LEDs, is used to suppress ambient light.

Camera and light source are integrated into the Reflective Stereo Slope Gauge (Kiefhaber, 2014) with its two line shaped light sources and cameras. The RSSG was also used in this study and is capable of measuring wave heights by stereo triangulation, as well as the probability of zero surface slope, from which a surface rough-
ness parameter $\chi$ which is proportional to the mean square slope can be estimated (Kiefhaber et al., 2015).

During M91, the instruments were installed at the bow of R/V Meteor (see Fig. 2). The cameras were facing down to the water surface. To avoid interference of the waves with the research vessel, the vessel was moving forward and against the direction of the wind at a speed of 1–2 kn during measurements. In the derivation of the method in Eq. (1), it was tacitly assumed that the camera is looking down vertically, with its image plane parallel to the mean water level. On a moving ship, this is not the case at a given moment. The ship’s pitch and roll need to be measured and accounted for in data processing. Ship motion was recorded with a Crossbow VG400 inertial measurement unit (IMU) that was located next to the RSSG at the bow of R/V Meteor.

2.3 Data processing

2.3.1 Wave height correction

In Eq. (1), a simple relation between the image position at which a speckle is visible and the slope of the water surface at the point of reflection is given. This relation is independent of wave height. However, the brightness of the speckles in the image is not, it is proportional to $1/R^2$, where $R$ is the distance of the camera/light source to the water surface. This causes a bias in the averaging process, speckles coming from reflections at wave crests have a bigger impact than those coming from wave troughs. With the Reflective Stereo Slope Gauge (RSSG), the distance to the water surface is measured and the bias is then removed. The average intensity of speckles at position $(u, v)$ in the image can thus be expressed as

$$I(u, v) \propto \frac{1}{R^2} p(s_x(u, v), s_y(u, v)),$$

(2)

with the two-dimensional probability density function (PDF) $p(s_x, s_y)$ of wave slope.
2.3.2 Ship motion compensation

The simple relation between wave slope and speckle position given in Eq. (1) also does not account for a tilt of the instrument due to the pitch and roll of the ship. Their effect on the measurement can be understood easily with the help of Fig. 3. If the instrument is tilted by the angle \( \rho \) (right side), the relation in Eq. (1) has to be adapted

\[
s_x = \tan \alpha = \frac{u}{f} \rightarrow \tan(\alpha + \rho) = \frac{u}{f}. \tag{3}
\]

Fortunately, as pitch and roll are usually small, it is possible to approximate the tangent without causing large errors,

\[
\tan(\alpha + \rho) \approx \tan(\alpha) + \rho. \tag{4}
\]

In this approximation, pitch and roll simply add an offset to the image position-to-slope relation. Or, looked at from another side, the occurrence of slope \( s_x \) will cause a speckle at image position \((u - f \rho)\):

\[
s_x = \tan \alpha = \frac{(u - f \rho)}{f}. \tag{5}
\]

This dependence can be easily accounted for during the averaging process (Kiefhaber, 2014). Pitch and roll are computed from the raw IMU accelerometer and gyroscope output following the method of Edson et al. (1998) and Miller et al. (2008).

2.3.3 Radiometric calibration

The LED light source does not emit isotropically, but has a defined angular emission distribution. This angular distribution was measured and a calibration matrix was computed. For every pixel, this matrix holds a weighting factor which compensates for the decrease of speckle brightness towards the image corners due to a decrease of emitted intensity of the light source at higher angles (for more information, see Kiefhaber, 2014).
2.3.4 Statistical analysis

During the measurements, speckle images are acquired continuously at a frequency of 10 Hz. This continuous data stream is divided into chunks of 5 min length, for which probability distributions are computed.

An example is given in Fig. 4. The false color image shows the measured 2-D probability distribution, which is computed from the speckle images after applying the wave height and pitch and roll correction, as well as the radiometric calibration. The wind direction is marked by the close to vertical line, the wind is blowing in the direction from top to bottom of the image. In the upper and right panels, cross sections through the 2-D distribution are plotted, taken along the two white lines. The black lines in those profiles show the result of the fit of a model PDF to the 2-D dataset. The model PDF is a truncated Gram–Charlier expansion, similar to the one used by Cox and Munk (1954a), but omitting the peakedness terms. The used model PDF is

\[
n(\xi, \eta) = A \cdot \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (\xi^2 + \eta^2) \right] \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{2} c_{21} (\xi^2 - 1) \eta - \frac{1}{6} c_{03} (\eta^3 - 3\eta) \right] + O, \tag{6}
\]

where normalized coordinates \(\xi = (s_x - s_x, 0)/\sigma_c\) and \(\eta = (s_y - s_y, 0)/\sigma_a\) have been used and \(\sigma_c\) and \(\sigma_a\) are the standard deviation of the slope distribution in the crosswind and alongwind direction, respectively. In addition to the two terms for the skewness in the alongwind direction with coefficients \(c_{21}, c_{03}\), an additive offset \(O\), as well as two shifts of the origin of the coordinate system \(x_0\) and \(y_0\) are allowed. These were necessary, as the position of slope zero could not be determined to the required precision on the moving ship. Before deployment to the Meteor M91 cruise, the system was tested and its measurement principle validated under controlled conditions in the laboratory (see Appendix A).
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Measurements during M91

The wave slope statistics instrument was installed at the bow of the German research vessel R/V Meteor during the M91 cruise in December 2012. The cruise explored the coastal upwelling regions off Peru. Both its departure and final destination were the port of Callao, Peru. During the cruise, wave slope statistics were collected whenever the micro-structure probe was deployed and the ship was moving at a slow pace of 1–2 kn upwind. This guaranteed minimal interaction between the waves in the footprint of the camera and the ship itself. During casts with the CTD rosette, however, Meteor’s 360° bow thruster was used to hold the position and interfered massively with water flow and waves around the bow of the ship, making measurements impossible.

Measurements are presented from a total of 30 stations. Slope probability distributions are available for all night-time stations, as daylight affected the measurements. However, the most important statistical parameter, the mean square slope $\sigma_s^2$ was determined for all stations with the help of the RSSG. The measurements of the RSSG are not affected by daylight, as it uses a spectral band around 950 nm, in which light is effectively absorbed by water vapour in the atmosphere. Only in conditions when sun glint is visible in the RSSG images can the data not be processed. The RSSG measures the probability for slope zero, its inverse, the surface roughness parameter $\chi$ is proportional to mss (Kiefhaber et al., 2015). The proportionality constant is calibrated against the night-time measurements of the probability density functions (see Appendix B). An overview of the stations for which processed measurements are available is given in Table 1.

3.2 Mean square slope and wind speed

Figure 5 shows all available mean square slope (mss) measurements from the M91 cruise. Green diamonds are mss values extracted from slope PDFs, where mss is
obtained as a parameter of the fit of the model function given in Eq. (6). Blue circles are additional measurements with the RSSG, where the mss is estimated from the probability of slope zero. The solid and dashed black lines represent the Cox and Munk (CM) parameterizations of mss with wind speed for clean water and surface slicks, respectively (Cox and Munk, 1954a). The error of the mss measurements from the PDF method (diamond symbols) was estimated to be less than 4% from laboratory data under controlled conditions (Kiefhaber, 2014).

Most of the measurements fall between the two parameterizations. A notable exception are the open green symbols. These are measurements from a single station (#1775-2, see Table 1) under very complex conditions. Strong currents, large swell and high wind speeds, all from different directions likely led to disturbances of the measurement by the vessel itself. Neglecting those data points, the CM clean parameterization is found to overestimate mss.

The scatter in the data set is not surprising, in fact, compared to results from other more recent studies (Zappa et al., 2012; Laxague et al., 2015), the correlation of mss and wind is relatively good. Nevertheless, it is obvious that there is no simple relationship between surface roughness (mss) and wind speed. Particularly in the upwelling regions in the Peruvian coastal waters, high biological activity leads to a strong production of surface active material. It is well known from many laboratory and field studies that these surface films inhibit small-scale waves and reduce surface roughness (Hühnerfuss et al., 1987).

The missing direct link between wind speed and mss also has consequences for air-sea interaction studies. Transfer velocities have been found to scale better with mss than with wind speed, especially for the range of wind speeds observed during M91 and under the influence of surfactants (e.g. Frew et al., 2004). Thus, one consequence of the observed ambiguity of the mss to wind speed relation is that using wind speed only parameterizations to estimate (local) transfer velocities will cause large errors. These transfer velocities are required to estimate trace gas fluxes across the water surface from the measurement of air-water concentration differences. Therefore, the
large errors associated with the transfer velocities propagate into large errors in the computed fluxes.

### 3.3 Anisotropy of the wave slope probability distribution

Waves typically have higher slopes in the alongwind than in the crosswind direction. The anisotropy parameter $\gamma = \sigma_a^2 / \sigma_c^2$ is the ratio between the mss in the alongwind direction, $\sigma_a^2$, and the crosswind mss ($\sigma_c^2$). Cox and Munk (1954a) report $\gamma$ to lie between 1.0 and 0.62. Bréon and Henriot (2006) give relationships of the mss components with wind speed in their much larger dataset of 8 million globally distributed satellite images, from which Munk (2009) computes a functional dependence of $\gamma$ on the inverse wind speed

$$\gamma = 0.585 + 0.76 U^{-1}.$$  

Despite the large scatter in the data, Fig. 6 shows that our dataset does not agree with this parameterization. No clear trend with wind speed is visible, the mean value is $\gamma_{\text{mean}} = 0.82$. CM speculate that increased anisotropy (lower $\gamma$) should be the consequence of steady blowing winds, while gustiness should lead to more isotropic wave fields. During M91, wind conditions were usually relatively stable. Wind speed data is only available as one-minute mean values, so that gustiness is hard to estimate. The data set was classified into two subsets of similar size. Open circles represent measurements during which the standard deviation of wind speed was less than 4 % of the mean, solid circles measurements were variability was greater. No clear trend between the two groups is visible. The overall relatively high values of $\gamma$ are likely also due to the fact that we encountered mostly rather mature seas, as it is well known, e.g. from our own laboratory validation experiment that young, growing waves have larger anisotropy (see Appendix A).

Only a weak asymmetry between the alongwind and crosswind mss is reported also by Ebuchi and Kizu (2002). They find two possible explanations for the discrepancy.
between their data and the CM results. One, they argue that CM were measuring waves that were not in equilibrium with the wind but still growing, leading to higher asymmetry. And two, the spatial resolution of their (satellite) data set is only $0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ$ and the variability of wind directions over this large area may smear out the asymmetry. In the data presented here, the spatial resolution is much higher than that of any of the other studies, but due to the temporal averaging that is necessary to measure the slope PDF, variability of the wind speed and direction could have an impact. As was noted above, wind speeds and directions were quite constant during the M91 cruise and their variability are not likely to be the source for a low asymmetry. The other consequence of the conditions encountered with steady winds at moderate wind speeds is that waves were likely in equilibrium with the wind for most of the measurements. Thus, the data set of M91 is certainly not universally valid. Still, the disagreement with other data sets underlines that many factors affect the slope PDF and simple relations may not be able to capture all the complex interactions.

### 3.4 Spatial distribution of surface films

During the M91 cruise, R/V Meteor probed the Peruvian coastal waters in multiple transects orthogonal to the coast line. Figure 7 shows the geographic location of all the stations for which wave slope data was processed. The color code of the data points represents the fraction

$$\epsilon = \sigma_s^2 / \sigma_{s,CM}^2,$$

where $\sigma_s^2$ is the average mss of all measurements at a particular station and $\sigma_{s,CM}^2$ is the mss expected from the clean water CM parameterization for the average wind speed at the station. Thus, the lower the value of $\epsilon$, the more likely it is that a surface film is damping the waves to reduce surface roughness. The data set is sparse and no clear trend of reduced roughness in rather coastal waters compared to more open ocean conditions is visible, although it appears that there are two hot spots with low values of $\epsilon$ in the North ($6^\circ$ S) and center (between 10 and 12$^\circ$ S) of the study area.
It is expected that surface roughness is reduced particularly in upwelling areas, where biological activity is high. To investigate this, Fig. 8 shows $\epsilon$ over the water temperature, as upwelling areas have lower relative ocean temperatures. Values of $\epsilon$ are obviously lower on average for lower water temperatures, which correspond to upwelling zones. The notable outlier at about 18°C with a value of 1.16, which is the dark red point close to the coast in Fig. 7, occurred at very low wind speeds (estimated $U_{10} = 1.8 \text{ m s}^{-1}$). Under these conditions, the CM relation may not be dependable and influences such as temperature stratification may severely alter the wind profile between a height of 35 m, where wind speed was measured, and the water surface. Thus, it is quite possible that the wind speed at the surface corresponded to a different $U_{10}$ wind speed. As $\text{mss}$ is relatively small for this range of wind speeds, even a small absolute error has large consequences for $\epsilon$. At higher water temperatures, the scatter in $\epsilon$ increases, but values as low as 0.6 occur throughout the temperature range encountered during M91. This demonstrates that reduced surface roughness is pronounced in upwelling zones, but not limited to these.

3.5 Surface films on smaller scales

During M91, at some stations very inhomogeneous surface conditions were encountered. An example is shown in Fig. 9, where isolated patches of reduced surface roughness are clearly visible. Under these conditions, exchange processes are also expected to be highly inhomogeneous. This poses a challenge for all types of air-sea interaction measurements which average over a larger footprint, from direct covariance (McGillis et al., 2001; Edson et al., 2011) to dual tracers (Wanninkhof et al., 2009; Ho et al., 2011) but also for estimating air-sea fluxes from the measurement of air-water concentration gradients (Kock et al., 2012; Quack et al., 2004). The exact footprint over which measurements using these methods are averaged is not easy to determine and homogeneity of conditions usually has to be assumed. Local measurements of transfer velocities are possible with the Active Controlled Flux Technique (e.g. Schimpf et al., 2011; Nagel et al., 2015), which has a well-defined footprint of about 1 m². ACFT mea-
surements were also performed during the M91 cruise using the same measurement footprint as the wave slope system. Results for these measurements will be the subject of a future publication. To estimate local transfer velocities, a certain amount of temporal averaging is required. Under conditions such as in Fig. 9, when the slick patches are moving relative to the ship, it is important to have time resolved measurements of surface roughness to allow to separate slick from non-slick conditions in the averaging process. Figure 10 shows an approach to achieve this. The mean brightness of speckles in RSSG images was computed and its change over a time span of 5 min is plotted. The raw signal is very variable, but the shown running mean has a clear trend. About 150 s into the measurement, the ship enters a slick patch, surface roughness suddenly decreases and speckle brightness increases by more than one order of magnitude. The drastic change in surface conditions is also well visible in the two example RSSG images shown in Fig. 11. In these images, speckles appear as dark spots on a white background, as the image gray scale was inverted for better visibility. The left image was acquired before the ship entered the slick patch (first green line in Fig. 10) and a typical wavy surface is visible with many speckles coming from different surface facets. In the right image (taken at the time marked by the second line in Fig. 10), the damping effect of the slick on the small-scale roughness of the water surface is clearly visible. The line-like shape of the light source (see Fig. 2) dominates the shape of the speckles, meaning that the water surface is almost flat, like a slightly bent mirror.

The shown time series is just one of many examples of sudden changes of the surface roughness encountered during M91, other series show that spatial scales of surface film patches can be on the order of 100 m (Kiefhaber, 2014). On one hand, these rapidly changing conditions pose additional challenges to the estimation of air-sea interaction processes, but on the other hand, the results also show that changes can be tracked on very short time scales by suitable wave statistics measurements.
4 Conclusions

The Reflective Stereo Slope Gauge (RSSG, Kiefhaber, 2014) and the wave slope probability distribution measurements provide useful wave slope statistics at a small footprint and with high temporal resolution. This information is particularly useful in combination with local measurements of transfer velocities by active thermography, which were conducted at the same footprint and are the subject of a future paper.

The small footprint of the measurement allows to resolve the patchiness of the surface coverage with surface active material from biological production. Surfactant coverage not only leads to the damping of wind waves which is visible in the wave slope measurements, but also reduces the gas transfer velocity and thus the exchange of trace gases between ocean and atmosphere.

During the M91 cruise, a large variability of surface conditions was encountered that can not simply be explained by variances in the wind speed. A corresponding large variation of gas transfer velocities is expected. In laboratory studies, differences up to a factor of three are found between clean water and surface slick cases for the low to moderate wind speeds encountered during M91 (Krall, 2013).

During M91, R/V Meteor was moving forward at a slow pace for the wave statistics measurements. Given the high temporal resolution of the surfactant coverage measurements, the system could be used in future measurements to map the distribution of surface films on larger water surface areas, either from a research vessel or a small and low flying drone. Statistical measurements of wave slope will also be a standard component of future transfer velocity measurements with the Active Controlled Flux Technique (ACFT).

Appendix A: Slope PDF measurement validation

The slope PDF measuring instrument was deployed to a laboratory experiment in the wind-wave facility in Marseille-Luminy, France in September 2012. There, slope prob-
ability distributions were measured under controlled conditions. From an earlier experiment, measurements of the mean square slope with a Laser slope gauge (LSG) were available (Kiefhaber et al., 2015). This reference data set is used to validate the mean square slope extraction by fitting a model function to the measured probability distribution. Figure 12 shows the overall good agreement of both methods. Shown are the total mean square slope (squares), as well as the alongwind (downward triangles) and crosswind (upward triangles) mean square slopes for the the probability distribution method ($\sigma_{PD}^2$) and the reference Laser slope gauge ($\sigma_{LSG}^2$). Deviations at higher alongwind mss are due to the strongly non-Gaussian shape of the distribution at these conditions, which is caused by the very young (and steep) waves in the laboratory facility at a fetch of 27 m.

### Appendix B: RSSG mss calibration

The Reflective Stereo Slope Gauge (RSSG) measures a surface roughness parameter ($\chi$) which is proportional to the mss and derived from the probability for zero slope (Kiefhaber et al., 2015). Unlike the wave probability distribution measurements, the RSSG is not impacted by daylight, unless there is sun glint in the image. Therefore, the data set collected with the RSSG during M91 is larger than that of the probability distribution measurements. However, using the available PDF measurements, it is possible to absolutely calibrate the factor linking $\chi$ to the mss. The calibration result is shown in Fig. 13. There is overall good correlation between $\chi$ and mss $\sigma_s^2$, but also a significant amount of scatter, the rms deviation is 5.9%.
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Table 1. Overview of results of mss measurements ($\sigma^2_s$) along with position, wind direction (Φ) and wind speed ($U_{10}$) measurements. For reference, the mss expectation from the CM clean parameterization ($\sigma^2_{s,CM}$), as well as the reduction factor ($\epsilon$) are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Lon</th>
<th>Φ [°]</th>
<th>$U_{10}$ [m s$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\sigma^2_s$</th>
<th>$\sigma^2_{s,CM}$</th>
<th>$\epsilon$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Dec 2012</td>
<td>23:11:00</td>
<td>ME910/1715-2</td>
<td>5°00.2' S</td>
<td>81°40.21' W</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Dec 2012</td>
<td>06:41:00</td>
<td>ME910/1717-2</td>
<td>5°03.0' S</td>
<td>81°19.81' W</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Dec 2012</td>
<td>16:43:00</td>
<td>ME910/1719-2</td>
<td>6°11.52' S</td>
<td>81°8.44' W</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Dec 2012</td>
<td>12:35:00</td>
<td>ME910/1724-2</td>
<td>6°37.20' S</td>
<td>81°49.80' W</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Dec 2012</td>
<td>03:43:00</td>
<td>ME910/1725-2</td>
<td>8°37.87' S</td>
<td>81°0.02' W</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Dec 2012</td>
<td>15:18:00</td>
<td>ME910/1727-2</td>
<td>8°18.67' S</td>
<td>80°24.62' W</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Dec 2012</td>
<td>23:56:00</td>
<td>ME910/1733-2</td>
<td>9°28.81' S</td>
<td>79°16.81' W</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dec 2012</td>
<td>03:58:00</td>
<td>ME910/1733-3</td>
<td>9°29.52' S</td>
<td>79°17.07' W</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dec 2012</td>
<td>08:03:00</td>
<td>ME910/1733-4</td>
<td>9°30.24' S</td>
<td>79°17.39' W</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dec 2012</td>
<td>11:58:00</td>
<td>ME910/1733-7</td>
<td>9°31.27' S</td>
<td>79°17.89' W</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Dec 2012</td>
<td>12:58:00</td>
<td>ME910/1736-2</td>
<td>9°55.82' S</td>
<td>80°13.83' W</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Dec 2012</td>
<td>02:48:00</td>
<td>ME910/1737-2</td>
<td>11°28.24' S</td>
<td>79°25.79' W</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Dec 2012</td>
<td>14:13:00</td>
<td>ME910/1739-2</td>
<td>11°7.25' S</td>
<td>78°50.97' W</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Dec 2012</td>
<td>01:05:00</td>
<td>ME910/1741-2</td>
<td>10°46.82' S</td>
<td>78°16.21' W</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Dec 2012</td>
<td>02:44:00</td>
<td>ME910/1751-2</td>
<td>12°2.41' S</td>
<td>79°0.02' W</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Dec 2012</td>
<td>12:04:00</td>
<td>ME910/1752-3</td>
<td>12°55.23' S</td>
<td>78°42.00' W</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Dec 2012</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
<td>ME910/1752-10</td>
<td>12°55.23' S</td>
<td>78°42.03' W</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Dec 2012</td>
<td>05:31:00</td>
<td>ME910/1752-11</td>
<td>12°55.26' S</td>
<td>78°42.05' W</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Dec 2012</td>
<td>00:42:00</td>
<td>ME910/1755-3</td>
<td>12°25.23' S</td>
<td>77°48.60' W</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Dec 2012</td>
<td>07:06:00</td>
<td>ME910/1756-2</td>
<td>12°15.03' S</td>
<td>77°31.21' W</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Dec 2012</td>
<td>13:09:00</td>
<td>ME910/1760-2</td>
<td>12°50.44' S</td>
<td>76°40.78' W</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Dec 2012</td>
<td>10:21:00</td>
<td>ME910/1772-2</td>
<td>15°53.52' S</td>
<td>77°3.45' W</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Dec 2012</td>
<td>21:15:00</td>
<td>ME910/1774-2</td>
<td>16°1.14' S</td>
<td>76°30.73' W</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Dec 2012</td>
<td>04:06:00</td>
<td>ME910/1775-2</td>
<td>15°50.99' S</td>
<td>76°12.15' W</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Dec 2012</td>
<td>10:58:00</td>
<td>ME910/1776-2</td>
<td>15°41.46' S</td>
<td>75°54.01' W</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Dec 2012</td>
<td>18:34:00</td>
<td>ME910/1777-3</td>
<td>15°31.19' S</td>
<td>75°36.03' W</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Dec 2012</td>
<td>00:31:00</td>
<td>ME910/1777-6</td>
<td>15°32.46' S</td>
<td>75°37.36' W</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Dec 2012</td>
<td>06:34:00</td>
<td>ME910/1777-8</td>
<td>15°33.65' S</td>
<td>75°37.77' W</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Dec 2012</td>
<td>12:34:00</td>
<td>ME910/1779-9</td>
<td>15°35.19' S</td>
<td>75°38.24' W</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Dec 2012</td>
<td>20:39:00</td>
<td>ME910/1782-2</td>
<td>15°22.83' S</td>
<td>75°20.04' W</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Sketch of the wave slope measurement method: a camera is observing specular reflections of a light source that is placed at virtually the same location. Reflections are only visible for a specific value of the wave slope (which depends on the position in the image).
Figure 2. Left: camera and light source for the slope PDF measurement are integrated into the Reflective Stereo Slope Gauge (RSSG) with its two line shaped light sources and cameras. Right: the instrumentation on the bow of R/V Meteor during M91. The wave slope instruments are located under the yellow rain cover.
Figure 3. The effect of roll on the measurement geometry.
Figure 4. Example PDF measurement with fitted Gram–Charlier model function (black lines in profiles). The wind is blowing from above along the almost vertical white line.
Figure 5. All mss measurements for M91. Diamonds are direct slope PDF measurements, circles are calibrated RSSG mss measurements. The solid and dashed lines are the Cox and Munk (1954b) parameterizations for clean water and slicks, respectively.
Figure 6. Anisotropy between the alongwind and crosswind mss. The green line is the Bréon and Henriot (2006) parameterization given by Munk (2009). The data are divided evenly into higher wind variability (solid) and lower wind variability subsets. No clear trend is visible.
Figure 7. All processed stations. Color code is the $\epsilon$ value from Table 1.
Figure 8. The impact of water temperature as a proxy for upwelling on the fraction of mss and its CM prediction ($\epsilon$) for the 30 stations.
Figure 9. Example for a patchy distribution of surface films. Water surface patches affected by surface films have reduced roughness and appear smoother in the image.
Figure 10. Example for rapid change of surface roughness. Shown is a time series the mean speckle brightness in the images, which increases by more than an order of magnitude about 150 s into the measurement run as the ship enters a surface film patch.
Figure 11. RSSG images taken before (left) and after (right) entering the slick patch. The images have an inverted gray scale showing speckles as dark spots on white background. They were taken at the times marked by the green lines in Fig. 10.
Figure 12. Comparison of mean square slope measurements with reflective system to data from a Laser slope gauge (LSG) in the Marseille facility. Shown are the total mss (squares), the alongwind mss (downward triangles) as well as the crosswind mss (upward triangles).
\[ \chi = 101.5 \cdot \sigma_s^2 - 1.07 \]

**Figure 13.** Calibration of the RSSG surface roughness parameter (\(\chi\)) against the mss measurements from probability distributions.